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Wrongful convictions: Keith Harward 
• 1983: Keith Harward, a U.S. Navy sailor, 
convicted of murder and rape
– Bitemark evidence (rape) was central to the case 
– Original dental investigation excluded him
– Months later he was accused of biting a girlfriend
and became a prime suspect in the case
– A leading expert in forensic dentistry testified to a 
“very, very, very, very high degree of probability”
that it was Harward’s teeth that made the marks 
• 2015: DNA from 1982 rape kit was analyzed
and another man identified
– The criminal had committed other crimes after the murder/rape
– Harward was exonerated and released in 2016
Analysis of forensic evidence
• Forensic examinations cover a range of questions
– timing of events (e.g., time of death)
– cause/effect (e.g., cause of death)
– source conclusions 
(e.g., did this shoe leave this shoeprint)
• Focus here on source conclusions:
determine if two samples, one from a known source 
and one from an unknown source, are from the same source
– Bullet casing from test fire of suspect’s gun
– Bullet casing from the crime scene
• The points made (e.g., the need to
assess uncertainty) are relevant to other
forensic examinations

Interesting times in forensic science
• 2004 Brandon Mayfield case 
(held for Spanish train bombing based on incorrect fingerprint ID 
• 2009 National Research Council report
• 2016 PCAST report
• Exonerations (350+ at the Innocence Project)
Interesting times in forensic science
There have been efforts to improve
forensic science
− NIST-DOJ National Commission on
Forensic Science (2013-2017)
− NIST-run Organization of Scientific 
Area Committees for 
Forensic Science (OSAC) 2014+
− Center for Statistics and
Applications in Forensic Evidence
(CSAFE) – a NIST Center of Excellence
• Research (statistics, human factors)
• Training
• Outreach / collaboration
• Received SPAIG award in 2018
Expert testimony
• Admission of scientific expert testimony in federal courts (and many 
states) is governed by the Daubert standard (Daubert v. Merrell Dow)
• Judges as gatekeeper with various factors to be considered
• FRE Rule 702 (post-Daubert):   A witness who is qualified as an 
expert by knowledge, skill, experience, training, or education may 
testify in the form of an opinion or otherwise if:
a) the expert’s scientific, technical, or other specialized 
knowledge will help the trier of fact to understand 
the evidence or to determine a fact in issue;
b) the testimony is based on sufficient facts or data;
c) the testimony is the product of reliable principles 
and methods; and
d) the expert has reliably applied the principles and 
methods to the facts of the case.
Logic of forensic examinations
• Examine two samples to identify similarities and differences
• Assess similarities and differences to see if they are expected (or 
likely) under the same source hypothesis
• Assess similarities and differences to see if they are expected (or 
likely) under the different source hypothesis
Evaluation and interpretation of 
forensic evidence
• Approaches
– Expert assessment based on experience, training, use of accepted methods. 
Typically summarized by a categorical conclusion 
(e.g., identification / exclusion / inconclusive)
– Two-stage procedure 
(see, e.g., Parker and Holford in the 1960s)
• similarity (binary decision based on distance/score) 
• identification (likelihood of coincidental match)
– Likelihood ratio (sometimes known as the Bayes factor)
• Status quo in pattern disciplines 
(fingerprints, shoe prints, firearms, toolmarks, 
questioned documents, etc.)
• Examiner analyzes evidence based on 
– Experience
– Training
– Use of accepted methods in the field
• Assessment of the evidence reflects examiner’s expert opinion
• Conclusions typically reported as categorical conclusions
– Identification, Exclusion, Inconclusive
– Multi-category scales (some support, strong support, very strong support,..)
– Open question as to what should be allowed 
(e.g., court in U.S. vs Glynn (2008) allowed only that same source is 
“more likely than not”) 
Forensic Evidence as Expert Opinion
Forensic Evidence as Expert Opinion
• Statisticians / measurement scientists distinguish between 
reliability/consistency and validity/accuracy
– Would the same analyst draw the same conclusion in a new examination of the 
evidence (repeatability – a component of reliability)
– Would different analysts draw the same conclusion given the same evidence 
(reproducibility – a component of reliability)
– Do analysts get the right answer in studies where the ground truth is available 
(accuracy / validity)
• PCAST report suggested a key role for “black box” studies in 
providing information about reliability and validity
– Case-like materials with known “ground truth”
– Examiners asked to analyze 
Forensic Evidence as Expert Opinion
• Example of a (PCAST-style) “black box” study
– Ulery et al. (2011) “black box” 
study of fingerprint decisions
– Examples with known 
“ground truth” 
– Allows estimation of reliability (repeatability and reproducibility)
and error rates
– Ulery et al. results
• False positive rate was 0.15%   (known non-mates declared to be mates)
another 11% of true non-mated pairs were declared inconclusive
• False negative rate was 7.5%  (known mates declared to be non-mates)
another 47% of true mated pairs were declared inconclusive
• Reproducibility (different examiners) was approx. 80%
• Stage 1 - Similarity
– Statistical test or procedure to determine if the two samples 
“are indistinguishable”, “can’t be distinguished”, “match”, etc.
– Example: for glass, a two-sample t-test comparing measurements
• Stage 2 - Identification
– Assessment of the probability that two samples from different sources 
would be found indistinguishable
– Hard to do and rarely done in practice (not discussed here today)
• Used in assessment of trace evidence (like glass)
• Conceptually many other disciplines appear to act in this way
The Two-Stage Approach
• Stage 1 – Conceptual issues
– The role of the hypothesis being tested
• Statistical tests of this form do not treat the two hypotheses 
(equal means, unequal means) symmetrically
• One hypothesis (equal means) is assumed true unless the data rejects
• A possible concern with this approach is that the “default” position is 
incriminating
– Relying on a binary decision (“distinguishable / indistinguishable”) requires 
specifying a threshold or cutoff
• Choice of threshold impacts the error or misclassification rate
• A “low” threshold makes it easy to reject the hypothesis of equal means 
(too many “distinguishable” decisions) 
and thus risks a failure to identify a matching suspect
• A “high” threshold makes it easy to accept the hypothesis of equal means 
(too many “indistinguishable” decisions) 
and thus risks incriminating an innocent person
– Separating the analysis into two stages is not ideal
(see, e.g., recent Nature and The American Statistician editorials)
The Two-Stage Approach
The Impact of Threshold 
(black=type I error=false exclusion; red=type II error=false inclusion)
Initial threshold 
low type I error, higher type II error
Lowering the threshold 
increases type I errors, lowers type II errors
• A current focus of much attention in forensic science is 
the likelihood ratio
• The LR is a statistical concept seen as a potential 
unifying logic for evaluation and interpretation of 
forensic evidence
• The LR already plays a role outside forensics in …
– Statistical inference (hypothesis tests)
– Evaluating evidence provided by medical diagnostic tests
• Europe has moved decisively in this direction 
(ENFSI Guideline)
The likelihood ratio (LR)
• E = evidence
• Hs = “same source” proposition (two samples have the same source)
Hd = “different source” proposition (two samples have different sources)
• Bayes’ Theorem
Pr(Hs | E) =  Pr(E | Hs) Pr(Hs)
Pr(Hd | E)      Pr(E | Hd )  Pr(Hd)
The likelihood ratio (LR)
“a priori” odds 
in favor of same 
source hypothesis
“a posteriori” odds 




• Details: role of task-relevant contextual information, terminology (LR vs Bayes factor)
• Pr(E | Hs ) is an assessment of how likely the evidence is if the two 
samples (crime scene and suspect) have the same source
– If E is matching blood types, then we are likely to say this probability is 
approximately 1!
– If E is matching DNA profiles, then we are likely to say this probability is 
approximately 1!
– If E are two fingerprints with similar features and no clear differences, then 
we think this probability is high … but difficult to assign a numerical value
• Pr(Hs | E) is an assessment of how much we believe the same 
source hypothesis based on the observed evidence
– Previous formula shows that it is not possible to provide this probability 
without first having specified the “pre-evidence” Pr(Hs) and Pr(Hd)
– But we don’t necessarily want our forensic experts to form pre-evidence 
opinions about this
A critical difference: Pr(E | Hs) vs Pr(Hs | E)
• DNA evidence
– Strong biological theory and widely available data
– Peer-reviewed research
– LR is regularly computed for single source samples
– LR for mixture models is much more challenging
• Trace evidence (e.g., glass)
– Data can be collected (within-source / between-source)
– Denominator can be a challenge 
• Pattern evidence (e.g., fingerprints, shoeprints)
– A primary focus of CSAFE
– Many challenges
The likelihood ratio (LR): Where are we?
Likelihood ratios for pattern evidence?
• Have a mark or impression at the crime scene 
(“unknown or questioned”) and a mark or impression from a 
potential source (“known”)
• Even defining the evidence E is challenging
– Data is very high dimensional
– There is considerable flexibility in 
defining the number and types of features
to look at (e.g., fingerprint minutiae, 
matching striae in ballistics)
– Typically E is taken to include observed
similarities and differences
Likelihood ratios for pattern evidence?
• How do we measure Pr(E | Hs) and Pr(E | Hd)
• This is a very hard problem –
The data are so complex that it is hard to actually enumerate or assign 
probabilities (or likelihoods)
• Some approaches:
– Probability models for features (Neumann et al., 2015) based on distortion 
model and nearest nonmatch data
– Subjective likelihood ratios?  (permitted by the ENFSI Guideline)
– Score-based likelihood ratios
• The idea:
– Replace the evidence E by a “score” S summarizing differences/similarities of 
the two samples
– There are two strategies for forensic inference from scores 
• Score-based likelihood ratio
• Decision rule / threshold for score (accompanied by error rate studies as with expert opinion)




– Bullet found at the crime scene
– Suspect found with firearm matching the caliber of the crime scene bullet
– Test fire is taken from the gun 
– Surface markings of the two bullets are compared
• Research carried out at Iowa State (Hare et al., AOAS, 2017)
CSAFE Progress:  Bullet lands
• CSAFE obtained a confocal 3D microscope 
like that used in crime labs
– Captures surface topography of bullets
CSAFE Progress:  Bullet lands
CSAFE Progress:  Bullet lands
• Comparing two signatures: 
horizontal shift to align & superimpose
CSAFE Progress:  Bullet lands
• Identify features that would be expected to distinguish 
matching/nonmatching pairs
– # matching peaks & valleys
– # consecutively matching peaks & valleys (CMS)
– Depth of matching peaks and valleys
– Area between signatures
– Cross-correlation function
CSAFE Progress:  Bullet lands
• Examine distribution of feature values on pairs with known status 
(known mates and known nonmates)
• Each feature is useful but no single feature distinguishes all that well
CSAFE Progress:  Bullet lands
• Features are combined into a single score using random forests
• Score is predicted probability of being a mated pair
• Performance is excellent; estimated out-of-bag error rate is 0.46%
• But does it really work?
CSAFE Progress:  Bullet lands
Firearms
• Phoenix PD study
– Model developed using Hamby data set
– Applied that model (without modification) to analyze 34 
bullets supplied by Phoenix PD
• Eight guns with 3 test shots per gun (24 bullets)
• Ten questioned bullets 
(researchers not told which gun fired these bullets 
or if they were even fired by one of the 8 guns)
• Computed predicted probability of a match for all (10x24) 
comparisons
CSAFE Progress: Bullet lands 
Firearms
• Phoenix PD study
– Columns are the test fires (3 from each of 8 guns – A9, C8, ….)
– Rows are questioned bullets
– Entries are color-coded random forest estimated match probabilities
CSAFE Progress: Bullet lands 
Conclusions
• Any approach to assessing the probative value of forensic 
evidence should:
– Account for the two (or more) competing hypotheses about how the evidence 
(data) were generated
– Be explicit about the reasoning and assumptions on which the assessment is 
based
– Have relevant empirical support for the reasoning and assumptions
– Include an assessment of the level of uncertainty associated with the 
assessment
• The above are standard practice for statisticians working in areas 
that impact public policy!  
• Contact: sternh@uci.edu
